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Edward Snowden, Whistle-blower.  
The New York Times, January 1, 2014. 
 
Seven months ago, the world began to learn the vast scope of the 
National Security Agency’s reach into the lives of hundreds of 
millions of people in the United States and around the globe, as it 
collects information about their phone calls, their email messages, 
their friends and contacts, how they spend their days and where 
they spend their nights. (…) 
  
All of this is entirely because of information provided to journalists 
by Edward Snowden, the former N.S.A. contractor who stole a 
trove of highly classified documents after he became disillusioned 
with the agency’s voraciousness. Mr. Snowden is now living in 
Russia, on the run from American charges of espionage and theft, 
and he faces the prospect of spending the rest of his life looking 
over his shoulder. 

DOC A 1/2 

  to blow the whistle on 
s/thg = to warn the 
public against s/thg 

 
  intrusion or 

encroachment into 
people’s privacy 

 
 
 
 
  a very great amount  

 (=une mine de) 
  overreaching itself / 

going much too far  
  accusations of 
  stealing 
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Considering the enormous value of the information he has 
revealed, and the abuses he has exposed, Mr. Snowden deserves 
better than a life of permanent exile, fear and flight. He may have 
committed a crime to do so, but he has done his country a great 
service. It is time for the United States to offer Mr. Snowden a plea 
bargain or some form of clemency that would allow him to return 
home and face at least substantially reduced punishment in light of 
his role as a whistle-blower (…). 
  
Mr. Snowden is currently charged in a criminal complaint with two 
violations of the Espionage Act involving unauthorized 
communication of classified information, and a charge of theft of 
government property. Those three charges carry prison sentences 
of 10 years each. (…) 

DOC A 2/2 

  discolosed = revealed 
to the public 

    (expose =false cognate) 
  to deserve = mériter 
  to flee (fled, fled) 
      flight = la fuite 
  plea bargaining = an 

arrangement, a deal  
  to allow s/o to do s/thg 
  in light of = in view of = 

considering = given 
  involving = including 
  (un chef d’accusation) 
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A 

B 

C 

  ‘on the run’ / ‘living in Russia’ /  
‘3 sentences of 10 years each’ 

  Is fleeing U.S. justice 
  Has found shelter in Russia 
  Faces 30+ years in jail for 
      stealing and leaking top-secret 
      U.S. government documents 

  ‘has disclosed abuses’ / ‘has 
done his country a great service’ 

  It is high time the US lowered 
      the charge against Snowden, 
      argues the NYT  
  His crime is outweighed by how 

valuable his actions were 
 

  ‘may have committed a crime’  
  The NYT admits  
      (/acknowledges) he might have 
      done something illegal (/broke 
      the law) (/breached hi 
      confidentiality agreement) 

(INTRO)  
The Snowden affair  

(PART 1) 
‘Snowden: a traitor’ 

(PART 2) 
‘Snowden: a hero’ 
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Former NSA head Hayden calls Snowden 'traitor'. 
UPI (United Press International), Washington, Dec. 29, 2013. 
 
The former head of the National Security Agency and the CIA 
referred to former NSA contractor Edward Snowden as a "traitor" in 
a Sunday interview. "I used to say he was a defector, and there's a 
history of defection – actually, there's a history of defection to 
Moscow, and that he seems to be part of that stream. I'm now, kind 
of, drifting in the direction of perhaps more harsh language," 
Michael Hayden said on the CBS program "Face the Nation." 
When asked about his choice of language, Hayden responded, 
"Such as traitor."  
  
He added the NSA is "infinitely weaker" as a result of Snowden's 
revelations of classified information, adding, "This is the most 
serious hemorrhaging of American secrets in the history of 
American espionage." 

DOC B 1/2 

  ex director 
 
 
 
  To refer to s/o as s/th = 

to call s/o s/th 

  to be part of that 
  leaning towards 

  because of, due to 
 
  leak, disclosure 
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A legal adviser of Snowden's, Jesselyn Radack, later reacted to 
Hayden's remarks by pointing out the surveillance mechanisms 
exposed by Snowden have been identified in federal courts and by 
a White House review panel as likely unconstitutional. "I feel very 
much that that vindicates Snowden as a whistle-blower. It's very 
rare that a whistle-blower has the imprimatur of both a federal court 
decision and a hand-picked White House internal review panel 
corroborating, basically, all that he has disclosed," Radack said. 
  
Thomas Drake, a former NSA employee who beat charges of 
espionage over his work revealing problems with previous NSA 
surveillance, added, "I don't consider him a traitor at all. I consider 
him a whistle-blower. He exposed prima facie evidence regarding 
the extent of the surveillance program, its unconstitutionality and 
the fact that we're losing huge, huge amounts of trust overseas." 

DOC B 2/2 

  s/o who advises or gives 
advice = conseiller 

  // a friend of mine 
     // an adviser of his 
     (l’un de ses…) 
  is likely to run counter to 

the U.S. Constitution 
  exonerate 
      (exonérer, disculper) 
  has the support of 
  carefully appointed (trié 

sur le volet)  
  confirming / backing up 
  defended himself & won 

(was found non guilty) 
  (preuves à charge) 
  The scope of = l’étendue 
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A 

  ‘has disclosed abuses’ / ‘has 
done his country a great service’ 

  It is high time the US lowered 
      the charge against Snowden, 
      argues the NYT  
  His crime is outweighed by how 

valuable his actions were 
 

  ‘on the run’ / ‘living in Russia’ /  
‘3 sentences of 10 years each’ 

  Is fleeing U.S. justice 
  Has found shelter in Russia 
  Faces 30+ years in jail for 
      stealing and leaking top-secret 
      U.S. government documents 

B 

C 

  One of Snowden’s advisers 
(Radack) notes that NSA spying 
has been denounced by two 
different sources. Which seems 
to exonerate Snowden. 

  Former whistleblower (Thomas 
Drake) rejects the traitor epithet. 

  Former NSA director Hayden 
did not mince his words toward 
Snowden. Radicalized his 
position (used to call him a 
‘defector’ > now sees him as a 
‘traitor’ for having damaged US 
spying abilities) 

  NSA monitoring isn’t likely to 
comply with the Constitution, a 
government review & a federal 
court have found.  

  ‘may have committed a crime’  
  The NYT admits  
      (/acknowledges) he might have 
      done something illegal (/broke 
      the law) (/breached hi 
      confidentiality agreement) 

(INTRO)  
The Snowden affair  

(PART 1) 
‘Snowden: a traitor’ 

(PART 2) 
‘Snowden: a hero’ 
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More Canadians & Britons view Edward Snowden as “hero” 
than “traitor”, Americans split. 
Angus Reid Forum Panel, October 30, 2013 
 
A survey of American, Canadian and British adults shows a 
majority applaud rather than condemn Edward Snowden’s leaks of 
mass government electronic surveillance, though the verdict is a 
very narrow one in his home country. (…) 
 
In each country polled, at least 75 per cent of respondents 
described the issue of government surveillance of the public’s 
internet communications as “very” or “quite” important to them. 
(US: 77%, Canada: 78%, UK: 82%). 

DOC C 1/2 

  to consider s/o as 
  divided (partagés) 
 
 
 
 

  a poll 
 
 
  tight 
       
  surveyed 
  to describe s/thg as 

  nearly 4 in 5 Americans 
 = about 80% of Canadians 
 = over three-fourths of 
    Britons 
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Snowden is a highly controversial figure in his own country, with 
Americans split 51% to 49% when asked whether he is “something 
of a hero who should be commended for letting the public know 
that our governments are running electronic surveillance programs 
that threaten people’s privacy” or “more of a traitor who should be 
condemned for publicizing security activities and threatening 
western intelligence operations”. In Canada, 67% and in the UK, 
60% of respondents say Snowden should be commended for his 
actions. 
 
Asked to assume their national government is routinely conducting 
electronic surveillance of the general public, 60% of Americans and 
Canadians described this as “unacceptable”, while Britons were 
more split, (52% unacceptable versus 48% acceptable). 

DOC C 2/2 

 
  be praised / lauded / 

applauded FOR (+ing) 
  invade / encroach upon 
 
  be blamed for (+ing)  
      be convicted for (+ing) 
  (le renseignement) 
  about two-thirds say… 
  3 in 5 Britons reckon… 
 
 
  to suppose 
 NB. an assumption =  
 a supposition, a hypothesis 
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A 

  ‘has disclosed abuses’ / ‘has 
done his country a great service’ 

  It is high time the US lowered 
      the charge against Snowden, 
      argues the NYT  
  His crime is outweighed by how 

valuable his actions were 
 

  ‘may have committed a crime’  
  The NYT admits  
      (/acknowledges) he might have 
      done something illegal (/broke 
      the law) (/breached hi 
      confidentiality agreement) 

  ‘on the run’ / ‘living in Russia’ /  
‘3 sentences of 10 years each’ 

  Is fleeing U.S. justice 
  Has found shelter in Russia 
  Faces 30+ years in jail for 
      stealing and leaking top-secret 
      U.S. government documents 

B 

C 

  One of Snowden’s advisers 
(Radack) notes that NSA spying 
has been denounced by two 
different sources. Which seems 
to exonerate Snowden. 

  Former whistleblower (Thomas 
Drake) rejects the traitor epithet. 

  Former NSA director Hayden 
did not mince his words toward 
Snowden. Radicalized his 
position (used to call him a 
‘defector’ > now sees him as a 
‘traitor’ for having damaged US 
spying abilities) 

  NSA monitoring isn’t likely to 
comply with the Constitution, a 
government review & a federal 
court have found.  

  Mass surveillance is frowned 
upon by 4 in 5 respondents 
(regardless of their nationality) 

  3 in 5 Canadians & nearly two-
thirds of Brits say they would 
clear Snowden of all charges.  

  According to a recent poll, 
Americans are divided over 
whether Snowden should be 
tried for treason and convicted 
as such.  

  Snowden’s status is hotly 
debated upon and 
controversed in the US 

     (less so in Canada or Britain) 

(INTRO)  
The Snowden affair  

(PART 1) 
‘Snowden: a traitor’ 

(PART 2) 
‘Snowden: a hero’ 
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Context:  The Snowden Affair 
 
-  Snowden hiding in Russia / faces 30+ years in jail     [A] 
-  a hot debate in the U.S. over whether he should be convicted  [C] 

Angle:   Snowden’s status: traitor or hero? 
 
Docs:   3 press releases 
 
-  an opinion piece, taking a stand in Snowden’s favor        [A] 
-  the others are more informative           [B & C] 

(INTRO)  
The Snowden affair  
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  1.1  did break the law         [A] 
  1.2  damaged U.S. security & spying abilities    [B_Hayden] 

    1.3  all of which seem to perplex Americans    [C] 

(PART 1) 
‘Snowden: a traitor’ 

   
  2.1  most shun mass surveillance & support the leaks  [C] 
  2.2  did Americans a service        [A & B_Drake] 

    2.3  a government study & a court ruling in his favor  [B_Radack] 

(PART 2) 
‘Snowden: a hero’ 


